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Abstract This work presents a comprehensive intercomparison of different alter-9
natives for the calibration of seasonal forecasts, ranging from simple bias adjust-10
ment (BA) —e.g. quantile mapping— to more sophisticated ensemble recalibra-11
tion (RC) methods —e.g. non-homogeneous Gaussian regression,— which build12
on the temporal correspondence between the climate model and the correspond-13
ing observations to generate reliable predictions. To be as critical as possible, we14
validate the raw model and the calibrated forecasts in terms of a number of metrics15
which take into account different aspects of forecast quality (association, accuracy,16
discrimination and reliability). We focus on one-month lead forecasts of precipi-17
tation and temperature from four state-of-the-art seasonal forecasting systems,18
three of them included in the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) dataset19
(ECMWF-SEAS5, UK Met Office-GloSea5 and Météo France-System5) for boreal20
winter and summer over two illustrative regions with different skill characteristics21
(Europe and Southeast Asia). Our results indicate that both BA and RC methods22
effectively correct the large raw model biases, which is of paramount importance23
for users, particularly when directly using the climate model outputs to feed their24
impact models, or when computing climate indices depending on absolute val-25
ues/thresholds. However, except for particular regions and/or seasons (typically26
with high skill), there is only marginal added value beyond this bias removal. For27
those cases, RC methods can outperform BA ones, mostly due to an improvement28
in reliability. Finally, we also show that whereas an increase in the number of mem-29
bers only modestly affects the results obtained from calibration, longer hindcast30
periods lead to improved forecast quality, particularly for RC methods.31
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1 Introduction34
The current state-of-the-art General Circulation Models (GCMs) used for sea-35
sonal forecasting have horizontal resolutions which are typically coarser than those36
needed for practical applications, and suffer from substantial systematic biases and37
drifts (see Doblas-Reyes et al, 2013, and references therein). This poses a risk to the38
use of raw model outputs in many sectors which require seasonal predictions with39
similar statistical properties to those observed at the regional/local scale (e.g. en-40
ergy, hydrology, agriculture or health). Nowadays, it is well established that some41
form of post-processing is needed prior to the direct use of raw model seasonal42
data, which constitutes a challenging problem for the development of high-quality43
climate services (see, e.g., Torralba et al, 2017). A number of different approaches44
aiming at reducing the systematic model errors have been proposed, ranging from45
bias adjustment (BA) and ensemble recalibration (RC) methods —both acting46
directly on the variable of interest,— to more complex statistical downscaling47
techniques building on large-scale predictors (Maraun et al, 2010). Whilst statisti-48
cal downscaling has been extensively analyzed in the literature in the framework of49
seasonal forecasting (see, e.g., Gutiérrez et al, 2005; Pavan et al, 2005; Manzanas50
et al, 2018; Manzanas and Gutiérrez, 2018; Nikulin et al, 2018), little attention51
has been put to-date into BA and RC methods (the focus of this work).52
BA methods adapt the raw model outputs (e.g. predicted precipitation for a53
target season and a lead time) towards the corresponding observational reference54
to make them compatible with the local climatology. This is typically done by55
mapping the distribution of predicted values onto the corresponding observed one,56
based on a sufficiently long historical/hindcast period. These techniques, which57
do not use information about temporal correspondence between predictions and58
observations, range from simple adjustments in the mean and/or variance to more59
complex quantile mapping alternatives which can adjust higher order moments or60
even the entire distribution. Whereas the former have a long tradition in seasonal61
forecasting (see, e.g., Barnston, 1994; Doblas-Reyes et al, 2005), the latter have62
been introduced in the context of climate change projections (see, e.g., Piani et al,63
2010) and their application in seasonal forecasting is quite recent (see, e.g., Zhao64
et al, 2017; Manzanas et al, 2018; Manzanas and Gutiérrez, 2018). One of the main65
advantages of BA techniques is that they can be applied to correct daily data, even66
for variables which do not follow standard (e.g. Gaussian) distributions, which is67
often required by users (note that here we focus exclusively in the adjustment68
of seasonal means). For this reason, quantile mapping is rapidly becoming the69
method of preference by operational agencies and end-users (see, e.g., Bedia et al,70
2018). Nevertheless, the fact that their application is straightforward in most of71
the cases favors the misuse of BA techniques (Maraun et al, 2017).72
RC methods transform the raw model outputs building on the temporal cor-73
respondence between the ensemble mean predictions and the corresponding ob-74
servations (see Sansom et al, 2016, for a comprehensive review). They range from75
relatively simple implementations such as climate conserving recalibration —CCR76
(see, e.g., Doblas-Reyes et al, 2005; Weigel et al, 2009)— or the ratio of predictable77
components —RPC (Eade et al, 2014)— to more general ensemble model output78
statistics (EMOS) methods such as non-homogeneous Gaussian regression (see,79
e.g., Gneiting et al, 2005; Tippett and Barnston, 2008; Sansom et al, 2016). The80
main advantage of RC techniques for seasonal forecasting is that they are designed81
to produce reliable predictions. However, as opposite to BA methods, they are not82
suitable for the adjustment of daily data —because of the lack of model skill at83
this particular time-scale.— Moreover, an important constraint of RC techniques84
in the context of seasonal forecasting is that the underlying parameters have to be85
estimated using a limited amount of data and, as a consequence, they are prone to86
overfitting. Note that, due to the enormous computational requirements and the87
lack of long observational datasets required to initialize the forecasting system,88
state-of-the-art hindcasts typically have around 30 years of data (i.e. a sample size89
of 30 values for calibration).90
Recent studies have reported some limitations for BA methods (Manzanas et al,91
2018) for seasonal forecasting, and even the preferable choice of RC techniques92
(Zhao et al, 2017). However, to the authors’ knowledge, there is no comprehensive93
intercomparison of BA and RC methods for this type of predictions. The main94
goal of this paper is therefore to fill this knowledge gap. To do this, we apply a95
set of sate-of-the-art BA and RC methods to calibrate one-month lead seasonal96
predictions of temperature and precipitation from four different forecast systems.97
Three of these systems are included in the Copernicus Climate Change Service98
(C3S) seasonal service (http://climate.copernicus.eu/seasonal-forecasts),99
whereas the fourth (the ECMWF System4) is used to test the sensitivity of the100
results obtained to the hindcast length and the ensemble size. The raw model101
and calibrated predictions are validated in terms of a number of verification met-102
rics which take into different aspects of forecast quality (association, accuracy,103
discrimination and reliability).104
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe all the data used and105
introduce the different BA and RC methods applied (the implementation details106
are given in the Annex) and the verification metrics considered. Results obtained107
are presented through Section 3. The main conclusions and some interesting dis-108
cussion are outlined in Section 4.109
2 Data and Methods110
2.1 Data Used111
In this work we focus on precipitation and temperature for boreal winter (DJF) and112
summer (JJA) over two illustrative regions spanning tropical and extra-tropical113
latitudes: Europe and Southeast Asia (EU and SA, hereafter). Note that whereas114
low-to-moderate skill is in general acknowledged for the former, overall good skill115
has been documented in the latter (see, e.g., Manzanas et al, 2014).116
We analyze one-month lead seasonal forecasts (i.e. predictions initialized in117
November and May for DJF and JJA, respectively) from the C3S seasonal multi-118
system ensemble, which consists of three state-of-the-art models with a common119
hindcast period of 22 years, 1993-2014 (see Table 1). For DJF, a total of 21 sea-120
sons are available (starting with D1993-JF1994, which we refer to as DJF 1994).121
Therefore, for the sake of comparability we use a common 21-year period for both122
Table 1 Seasonal hindcasts used in this study. The last two columns show the ensemble size
(members) and the period covered for each dataset.
Source Institution Model Code Members Period
ECMWF ECMWF System4 System4 51 1982-2016
C3S ECMWF SEAS5 SEAS5 25 1993-2016
C3S UK Met Office GloSea5 SYSTEM12 12 1993-2015
C3S Météo France System5 SYSTEM5 15 1993-2014
DJF and JJA, and only the 12 first members of each model (minimum number123
of members common across all models) are considered. Additionally, we have also124
used the 51-member version of the ECMWF-System4 (Molteni et al, 2011) —125
the longest to-date seasonal hindcast— for testing the sensitivity of the results126
obtained to the ensemble size and the hindcast length (see Section 3.3).127
The ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al, 2011) is used as observational reference128
dataset for both the calibration of the BA and RC methods and also for the129
verification of all seasonal forecasts involved in this work. For consistency, all the130
C3S models and ERA-Interim have been bi-linearly interpolated from their distinct131
native horizontal resolutions to a common 1◦ regular grid.132
2.2 Bias Adjustment and Ensemble Recalibration Methods133
Table 2 shows the BA and RC methods intercompared in this work (see the Annex134
for details on the particular implementations), which have been already used in135
the context of seasonal forecasting (see the references in the third column of the136
table). On the one hand, two BA methods were considered: a simple mean and137
variance adjustment (MVA) and a standard implementation of empirical quantile-138
quantile mapping (EQM). Note that we also considered an even simpler method139
consisting of adjusting only the mean; however, the results were very similar to140
those obtained for MVA and are thus not shown for brevity. Also, for EQM,141
we tested the suitability of both monthly and seasonal data for the mapping,142
obtaining very similar conclusions in both cases. For coherence with the rest of143
methods, we only show results for the case of seasonal values. On the other hand,144
four RC methods were considered: climate conserving recalibration (CCR), ratio145
of predictable components (RPC) and two EMOS choices using linear regression146
(LR) and non-homogeneous Gaussian regression (NGR). Note that, although more147
sophisticated RC methods exist (Sansom et al, 2016), we have selected here some148
standard parsimonious ones (already used in seasonal forecasting studies) which149
are preferable to avoid overfitting problems.150
All the methods considered for this work (with the exception of EQM) have151
been implemented in an R-package called calibratoR (http://github.com/SantanderMetGroup/152
calibratoR), which is publicly available as part of the climate4R framework153
(Iturbide et al, 2018). The method EQM (as well as other BA and downscal-154
ing techniques) are available in the downscaleR package (http://github.com/155
SantanderMetGroup/downscaleR), which is also part of climate4R. A detailed de-156
scription of each method is given in the Annex. Here, all BA and RC methods have157
been applied at a gridbox level under a leave-one year-out (LOO) cross-validation158
scheme (Lachenbruch and Mickey, 1968). Note that proper cross-validation is159
Table 2 Bias adjustment (BA) and ensemble recalibration (RC) methods used in this work.
See the Annex for implementation details.
Approach Method Code Reference(s)
BA Mean/variance adjustment MVA Doblas-Reyes et al (2005), Torralba et al (2017)
BA Empirical quantile-quantile mapping EQM Zhao et al (2017), Manzanas et al (2018)
RC Climate conserving recalibration CCR Weigel et al (2009)
RC Ratio of predictable components RPC Eade et al (2014)
RC Linear regression LR Marcos et al (2018)
RC Non-homogeneous Gaussian regression NGR Tippett and Barnston (2008)
mandatory in order to avoid artificial skill (Manzanas et al, 2017), especially when160
working with small sample sizes like in this case (21 years of data).161
2.3 Forecast Quality Metrics162
The validation of seasonal predictions is a multi-faceted problem, which requires163
the use of several performance metrics to analyze different aspects of forecast164
quality such as association, accuracy, discrimination and reliability. Association165
reflects the strength of the relationship between the forecasts and the correspond-166
ing observations, which is measured here by the Pearson correlation between the167
ensemble mean and the observed interannual time-series.168
Accuracy measures the average distance between forecasts and observations.169
We consider here two standard scores which are typically used to characterize170
this property: the Continuous Ranked Probability Score (CRPS) and the Ranked171
Probability Score (RPS). The CRPS (Hersbach, 2000) is a metric that allows to172
assess the performance of probabilistic forecasts of a continuous variable based on173
the integrated squared difference between the observed and the predicted cumu-174
lative distribution functions (which would correspond to the mean absolute error175
for deterministic forecasts). To allow for direct comparison across the different BA176
and RC methods, we use the associated skill score (CRPSS), which is computed as177
1− (CRPScal/CRPSref ), being CRPSref the CRPS obtained for the raw model178
forecasts and CRPScal the one for the calibrated predictions. Thus, values above179
(below) 0, indicate that the particular calibration method improves (degrades) the180
raw model prediction. The RPS (Epstein, 1969) is the discrete version of the CRPS181
and measures the sum of squared differences in cumulative probability space for182
a multi-category probabilistic forecast (for two-category forecasts, it would be the183
Brier Score). As for the case of the CRPS, we also use here the associated skill184
score (the RPSS), which is computed as 1− (RPScal/RPSref ).185
Discrimination measures the ability of the forecasts to distinguish between an186
event and the corresponding non-event, which is assessed here by means of the187
area under the ROC curve Kharin and Zwiers (2003) (simply referred to as ROC188
hereafter). Again, we use the associated skill score (ROCSS), which is computed189
as (ROCcal −ROCref )/1−ROCref . This metric is recommended by the Lead190
Centre for the Standardized Verification System of Long Range Forecasts and191
has been used in many previous studies for the verification of seasonal forecasts192
(see, e.g., Manzanas et al, 2014). Note that RPS and ROC are used here for193
tercile-based probabilistic predictions. In both cases, terciles are independently194
computed for the observations and the predictions, which implicitly introduces195
a bias adjustment in the forecasts. Therefore, as opposite to CRPS, these two196
metrics are bias-insensitive, allowing thus to explore the added value of BA and197
RC method beyond the expected (by construction) model bias reduction.198
Finally, reliability measures how closely the forecast probabilities of a certain199
event correspond to the observed frequency of that event (for instance a particular200
tercile category). Here reliability is analyzed in two different ways. On the one201
hand, we separate the RPS into its three components (reliability, resolution and202
uncertainty) following the Brier decomposition introduced in Murphy (1973). On203
the other hand, we use the reliability categories introduced in Weisheimer and204
Palmer (2014), which are based on the relative position of the best-guess reliability205
line and the uncertainty range around it in the reliability diagram. In particular, we206
use the extended classification proposed by Manzanas et al (2018), which includes207
the five original categories —perfect (green), still very useful (blue), marginally208
useful (yellow) not useful (orange) and dangerously useless (red)— plus a new one209
—marginally useful + (dark yellow).—210
Notice also that, whereas CRPS and RPS are sensitive to changes in reliability,211
ROC is not. Thus, the latter also allows to assess the potential usefulness of the212
different calibration methods beyond the (possible) gain in reliability.213
3 Results214
3.1 Validation of Raw Model Outputs215
As a result of their limited spatial resolution and the corresponding misrepresenta-216
tion of important local features (e.g. complex topography and land-sea contrasts),217
global models typically exhibit significant mean errors (biases) when compared218
with observations. Figure 1 shows bias between the one-month lead ensemble mean219
of the four models considered and ERA-Interim for precipitation (top) and temper-220
ature (bottom). As explained, the common period 1994-2014 is used and only the221
first 12 members are considered for all models. Important variable- and season-222
dependent biases are found for all models, with values over 4◦C (200mm/year)223
for temperature (precipitation) in many locations. Although there are regional224
differences among models, there exists a certain common spatial pattern of bias,225
especially over EU (being SYSTEM5 the most dissimilar model). These systematic226
errors are due to the important simplifications that need to be done when build-227
ing the global models as a consequence of the lack of observations and knowledge,228
which lead to important errors in circulation, energy exchanges, etc.229
As expected (by construction), all the BA and RC methods effectively correct230
the raw model biases, leading to mean errors that are smaller than 15mm/year for231
precipitation and 0.05◦C for temperature in all cases (not shown for brevity). This232
is of paramount importance for users, particularly when using climate model out-233
puts to feed their impact models, or when computing climate indices depending on234
absolute values/thresholds, and proves that some form of calibration is necessary235
prior to the direct use of the raw predictions.236
The temporal association between the raw ensemble mean and the correspond-237
ing observations is a key parameter used by the RC methods in the calibration238
process (see the Annex). Figure 2 shows the interannual Pearson correlation be-239
tween the ensemble mean of the four models considered and ERA-Interim for240
precipitation (top) and temperature (bottom). As in Figure 1, the common period241
1994-2014 and the first 12 available members were considered in all cases. Only242
significantly positive correlations at a 90% confidence level (according to a t-test)243
are shown. Note that, in the following, the results found for all quality metrics are244
only shown for these “skillful” regions. We do this in order to avoid misinterpreta-245
tion of the results obtained for the RC methods, which can lead to artificial skill in246
regions of small (or negative) raw model correlations (see, e.g., Eade et al, 2014).247
Correlations are higher for temperature than for precipitation, and also higher for248
tropical latitudes (SA) than for extratropical ones (EU). In general, all models249
exhibit a similar spatial pattern of correlations, particularly for temperature.250
We want to remark that all the results shown in Figures 1 and 2 are almost251
identical if all the available members are considered for each model (not shown).252
3.2 Performance of BA and RC Methods253
For brevity, we first focus in this section on the illustrative case of temperature in254
DJF, for which the highest added value from calibration has been found (Figures255
3 to 7). Then, for a comprehensive analysis we summarize the results obtained for256
all other cases in Figures 8 and 9.257
Figure 3 shows the results obtained for the CRPS over EU (top) and SA (bot-258
tom). In particular, columns 2-3 (4-7) show the CRPSS obtained for the different259
BA (RC) methods, computed with respect to the CRPS for the raw outputs, which260
is considered as reference (column 1). Thus, values above (below) 0, shown in blue261
(red), indicate that the particular method improves (degrades) the raw model pre-262
diction. As a consequence of effectively adjusting the existing model biases (see263
the previous section), all methods are found to clearly improve the raw forecasts264
in all cases. Moreover, all methods perform similarly.265
Figure 4 is the equivalent to Figure 3, but for the RPS (raw model outputs;266
column 1) and RPSS (for BA and RC methods; columns 2-7). Again, within each267
approach (BA or RC), all methods are found to perform very similarly. However,268
whereas BA methods lead in general to degraded results, RC ones provide a benefit269
for some particular regions (this is especially visible in SA), being this a robust270
feature across all models. Nevertheless, as we will show later, this benefit can not271
be directly generalized to other variables and/or seasons.272
To better understand the origin of this benefit found for RC methods (as273
compared to BA ones), Figure 5 shows the reliability (top) and resolution (bottom)274
components of the RPSS shown in Figure 4. For simplicity, the results for a single275
model (System4) are shown; however, the same conclusions hold for the rest of276
models. The smaller (larger) the reliability (resolution) term is, the lower the RPS277
is. Therefore, the darker the color, the better in both panels. This figure proves278
that the improvement of RPS attained by RC methods comes from an increase in279
reliability (see top panel), a crucial property for the usability of seasonal forecasts.280
Figure 6 shows the ROC (and ROCSS) for the cold and warm tercile categories281
(T1 and T3, top and bottom) of DJF temperature over SA. As in Figures 3 and 4,282
the ROC found for the raw forecasts (column 1) is considered as reference for all BA283
and RC methods (columns 2-7). Differently to the case of the RPSS, no added value284
is attained for this metric, neither for BA nor for RC methods. Moreover, results285
are generally degraded after calibration, particularly for RC methods —as we shall286
see later, this can be in part explained by the short hindcast available for the C3S287
models.— This points out the complexity and multifaceted character of verification288
of seasonal forecasts, which needs to be carefully performed so that results are not289
misinterpreted (Doblas-Reyes et al, 2005). In particular, these results suggest that290
both RPS and ROC are necessary to fully assess the usefulness of multi-category291
probabilistic predictions.292
Finally, we analyze how association between the predictions and observations293
varies with calibration. For each model (in rows), the maps in the first column of294
Figure 7 show the interannual Pearson correlation between ERA-Interim and the295
raw outputs for DJF temperature over EU (top) and SA (bottom) —this has been296
already shown in Figure 2.— For each of the BA and RC methods (columns 2-7),297
results are shown as the difference (in correlation units) with respect to the maps298
in column 1. As for the ROC, in general all methods are shown to degrade the299
correlation values attained by the raw forecasts (this is more evident for RC than300
for BA). It is worth to mention that this degradation in correlation is a consequence301
of the LOO cross-validation setting used here (all BA and RC roughly maintain302
the correlations exhibited by the raw outputs if cross-validation is not applied; not303
shown). Note the importance of this result for the potential use of BA and RC304
methods in operational seasonal forecasting setups.305
In order to provide a comprehensive analysis, Figures 8 (for EU) and 9 (for306
SA) summarize the results obtained in terms of the different skill scores consid-307
ered (CRPSS, RPSS, ROCSS and correlation differences; in columns) for all cases308
analyzed in this work. The two variables (precipitation and temperature) and sea-309
sons (DJF and JJA) are shown in different rows. In all cases, results for the four310
available models are displayed along the x-axis. For each model, the two (four) red311
(black) boxplots indicate the P25-75 range for each BA (RC) method, with blue312
corresponding to the P10-P90 range. For EU (with a low-to-moderate skill), BA313
methods are in general preferable, and especially the simplest MVA. As compared314
to the EQM, this method is found to provide a similar adjustment of biases, whilst315
yielding a smaller degradation of accuracy and association measures. Differently,316
in SA (with high skill in some regions), RC methods yield better reliability than317
BA ones, although the latter (and particularly MVA) are more robust in terms of318
accuracy and association. Nevertheless, as we will see in the next section, this can319
be partially due to the short hindcast period available here.320
3.3 Results’ Sensitivity to Hindcast Length and Ensemble Size321
Taking into account the limited ensemble size (12 members) and hindcast length322
(21 years) available for this work, we analyze the robustness of the results shown in323
the previous sections by assessing how the different verification metrics considered324
may change for larger ensemble sizes and longer hindcast periods. To do this, we325
use the 51-member version of the System4 (the longest hindcast to-date), and326
consider the period 1982-2014. For the illustrative case of DJF temperature over327
SA, Figure 10 shows, in different panels from top to bottom, the CRPSS, RPSS,328
ROCSS (only for the warm tercile category) and interannual Pearson correlation329
obtained for three different configurations: the 12-member ensemble for the period330
1994-2014 used in the previous sections (top row), a 51-member ensemble for331
1994-2014 (middle row) and a 51-member ensemble for 1982-2014 (bottom row).332
Whereas a larger ensemble does not play a significant role for any of the metrics333
analyzed (compare top and middle rows in each panel), there is a large influence334
coming from the length of the hindcast period available for the RPSS and the335
ROCSS, and, to a lesser extent, also for correlation (compare middle and bottom336
rows). Note that the best results for these metrics are obtained for 1982-2014,337
which points out the importance of having long hindcasts for suitable calibration338
of seasonal forecasts. On the contrary, note also that neither the ensemble size339
nor the hindcast length strongly affect the results obtained for the CRPSS, which340
indicates that small ensembles and short hindcasts (e.g. 12 members and 21 years)341
are enough to robustly characterize and adjust the main systematic model errors342
(e.g. mean biases).343
Additionally, Figure 11 shows the reliability categories obtained for the differ-344
ent configurations of the System4 considered in Figure 10. For simplicity, results345
are only shown for the warm tercile category (T3). Reliability is computed for each346
of the 20 subregions introduced in Figure 1 of Sheau et al (2017), provided there347
is at least a 25% of points with significantly positive interannual correlations for348
the ensemble mean (see Figure 2). Within each subregion, we pool together all349
gridboxes for both observations and predictions.350
In agreement with the results found for the decomposition of the RPSS (Figure351
5), Figure 11 shows that, whereas in general BA methods do not improve (or352
even degrade) the reliability of the raw model outputs, RC methods tend to yield353
better results for particular regions. Moreover, for the case of RC methods, both354
ensemble size and hindcast length have an impact on reliability, being the latter355
the dominant factor. In particular, as compared to 1994-2014, reliability is clearly356
improved for the case of RC methods when considering the period 1982-2010, which357
suggests, again, the importance of having long hindcasts for suitable calibration.358
3.4 Computational Requirements359
Although not strictly decisive from a scientific point of view, the analysis of the360
computational requirements demanded by the different methods is important from361
a practical perspective, especially regarding their potential usability for climate362
services and other user-tailored applications. Figure 12 shows, for the illustrative363
case of DJF temperature from the System4 (12-member, 21-year version), the ex-364
ecution times (in minutes) required by the BA and RC methods used in this work,365
according to their implementation in calibratoR. Dark (light) gray correspond to366
the LOO cross-validation setting used here for EU (SA) —note that computing367
times drastically reduce if cross-validation is not applied; not shown.— Among368
the BA methods, MVA is very rapid, being therefore a suitable option for real-369
time applications (e.g. interactive webpages). In particular, it is much much faster370
than EQM, which is widely used nowadays for different sectoral tasks. Among the371
RC methods, CCR and RPC are computationally inexpensive choices (also po-372
tentially exploitable in real-time applications), with LR still providing reasonable373
times (less than 2 minutes for EU). Differently, the long execution times required374
by NGR make this method unusable for real-time operations. In the light of these375
results, MVA and/or CCR could be considered as benchmarking methods which376
provide a good compromise between performance and computational cost for the377
calibration of seasonal mean values.378
4 Discussion and Conclusions379
This work presents a comprehensive intercomparison of different alternatives for380
the calibration of seasonal forecasts, ranging from simple bias adjustment (BA)381
to more sophisticated ensemble recalibration (RC) methods, which build on the382
temporal correspondence between the climate model and the corresponding ob-383
servations to produce reliable forecasts. A broad set of verification metrics has384
been applied, accounting for different aspects of forecast quality (association, ac-385
curacy, discrimination and reliability). We focus precipitation and temperature386
from the three available C3S seasonal forecasting models (ECMWF-SEAS5, UK387
Met Office-GloSea5 and Météo France-System5) and validate the raw and cali-388
brated predictions obtained for boreal winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) over two389
illustrative regions with different skill characteristics (Europe and Southeast Asia).390
Our main conclusions are the following:391
1) Both approaches (BA and RC) effectively correct the large biases exhibited392
by raw model predictions, with the corresponding improvement in bias-sensitive393
metrics such as the Continuous Ranked Probability Score. This is of paramount394
importance for users, particularly when using climate model outputs to feed their395
impact models, or when computing climate indices depending on absolute val-396
ues/thresholds, and proves that some form of calibration is needed prior to the397
direct use of the raw predictions in sectoral applications.398
2) For particular cases, RC methods can outperform BA ones due to an improve-399
ment in reliability (other aspects of forecast quality remain unaltered, or are even400
deteriorated). However, these situations are confined to regions and seasons with401
high model skill (as shown here for winter temperature in Southeast Asia).402
3) As a result of the leave-one year-out cross-validation setting followed here,403
bias-insensitive measures are in general degraded by all calibration methods (par-404
ticularly by RC ones), suggesting some degree of over-fitting due to the short405
hindcast available. A sensitivity analysis with a longer hindcast exhibited smaller406
degradation, enhancing the improvement of RC results. This indicates that longer407
hindcast periods than those available in state-of-the-art seasonal forecasting sys-408
tems (e.g. C3S dataset) are needed for the robust application of RC methods.409
4) Within the RC approach, all methods perform similarly, so the particular im-410
plementation does not play a key role. Differently, within the BA approach, the411
EQM method (applied here to seasonal values) is found to perform worse than412
the simpler MVA, particularly in terms of discrimination. Moreover, there are sig-413
nificant differences among distinct methods in terms of computational cost, being414
NGR and EQM the most time-consuming ones. This may be especially relevant for415
the potential usability of the different methods analyzed in real-time applications416
for climate services.417
418
In this paper we have focused on the calibration of seasonal mean values using419
both BA and RC methods. However, as opposite to RC, one of the potential420
advantages of BA methods —not explored in this work— is their suitability for421
daily data, which is often demanded in a variety of sectoral applications in order422
to run impact (crop, hydrology, etc.) models or to compute specific indices (heat423
waves, length of growing index, thermal comfort index, fire weather index, etc.). As424
a future work, we plan thus to extend the analysis presented here for BA methods425
to the daily scale.426
Finally, we do not analyze here the sensitivity of the results to the observational427
reference used to calibrate and validate the different methods (instead, we use a428
single reference dataset, ERA-Interim). However, the results and conclusions may429
be sensitive to this particular choice (especially in regions with high observational430
uncertainty) so we plan to undertake a proper assessment of this factor’s impact431
in a future work. Additionally, note that the choice of reference may also affect432
the comparison across forecasting systems. Therefore, we do not recommend to433
use the results presented here for a ranking of the different models.434
Annex: Description of BA and RC Methods435
All the methods described in this Annex have been applied gridbox by gridbox436
considering seasonal interannual series. We use the following notation: ym,t and437
y′m,t denote the original and calibrated values of the ensemble member m at time438
(season/year) t, ŷ is the average of the ensemble mean (ȳt) on all times t, ô is439
the average of the observations on all times t, σf is the standard deviation of the440
complete ensemble (pooling all member interannual time-series) and σo is the stan-441
dard deviation of the observed interannual time-series. Finally, ρ is the interannual442
correlation between the ensemble mean and the observational reference.443
Mean (and Variance) Adjustment (MVA)444
This is the simplest adjustment method, with a long tradition in the context of445
seasonal forecasting (see, e.g., Leung et al, 1999). The ensemble mean and variance446
are adjusted towards the corresponding observational ones in the following form:447




A simpler version consists of correcting just the mean (MA) and has the same448
formulation, but excluding the term σo/σf .449
Empirical Quantile Mapping (EQM)450
Despite quantile mapping is commonly applied to daily data, it has been re-451
cently used to correct monthly precipitation from the POAMA seasonal forecasting452
model (Zhao et al, 2017). Here we have considered an empirical quantile map-453
ping (EQM) method participating in the VALUE downscaling intercomparison454
initiative (Gutiérrez et al, 2018) which has been also recently applied to correct455
seasonal precipitation forecasts (Manzanas et al, 2018; Manzanas and Gutiérrez,456
2018). This method calibrates the predicted empirical probability density function457
(PDF) by adjusting a number of quantiles based on the empirical observed PDF458
(Déqué, 2007). In particular, here we adjust percentiles 1 to 99 and linearly in-459
terpolate every two consecutive percentiles inside this range. Outside this range,460
a constant extrapolation (using the correction obtained for the 1st or 99th per-461
centile) is applied. This method was applied here at a ensemble-wise level; that462
is, the mapping was done based on all contributing members which were pooled463
together (all members are supposed to be statistically indistinguishable). Then,464
the so-obtained unique correction factor was applied to each individual member.465
Note that ensemble- and member-wise approaches have been recently reported to466
provide very similar results (Manzanas et al, 2018).467
Climate Conserving Recalibration (CCR)468
Also known as variance inflation, this method was first introduced in Doblas-Reyes469
et al (2005). It modifies the predictions to have the same interannual variance as470









(ym,t − ȳt) + ō (2)
After Weigel et al (2009), this method has been commonly referred to as climate473
conserving recalibration.474
Ratio of Predictable Components (RPC)475
We have also considered for this work the method introduced by Eade et al (2014),476
which uses the ensemble to reduce noise and adjust the forecast variance so that477
the ratio of predictable components in the model and in the observations is the478
same (see the paper for details). In particular, they applied the following correction479
to adjust seasonal forecasts of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), temperature480








(ym,t − ȳt) + ŷ + ô (3)
Linear Regression Recalibration (LR)482
This method performs a linear regression between the ensemble mean (i.e. the483
time-series of yt) and the corresponding observations:484
ot = α+ βȳt + ε (4)
To correct the forecast variance, the standardized anomalies are rescaled by485
the standard deviation of the predictive distribution from the linear fit, so y′m,t =486







εfit and εobs are the residuals from the regression and the observations respectively488
and the number of samples used.489
Non-Homogeneous Gaussian Regression (NGR)490
This method (Gneiting et al, 2005) uses a constant term and the ensemble mean491
signal as predictors for the calibrated forecast mean and a constant term and492
the ensemble spread for the inflation (shrinkage) of the ensemble spread. The493
correction has the following form:494
y′m,t = α+ β(ȳt − ŷ) + (ym,t − ȳt)
√
γ2 + δ2var(yt) (6)
The parameters α, β, γ and δ are optimized by minimizing the ensemble CRPS.495
NGR approaches have been applied in many previous works, but mostly in the496
context of short-term forecasts (see, e.g., Wilks and Hamill, 2007; Thorarinsdottir497
and Johnson, 2012; Feldmann et al, 2015; Scheuerer and Möller, 2015; Markus498
et al, 2017). To our knowledge, only Tippett and Barnston (2008) have used it in499
the context of seasonal forecasting.500
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Fig. 1 Bias between the ensemble mean of the four models of Table 1 and ERA-Interim
verifying observations for precipitation (top) and temperature (bottom) over EU (left) and SA
(right), in DJF and JJA. The errors are expressed as mm/year (◦C) for the case of precipitation
(temperature).
Fig. 2 As Figure 1 but for interannual Pearson correlation. Only significant correlations (90%
confidence level, according to a t-test) are shown.
Fig. 3 CRPSS for temperature over EU (top) and SA (bottom) in DJF, as obtained from
applying the different BA and RC methods of Table 2 (columns 2-7) to the four models of
Table 1 (in rows). In all cases, the CRPS obtained for the raw outputs (column 1) is considered
as reference.
Fig. 4 As Figure 3, but for the RPSS.
Fig. 5 Reliability and resolution components (top and bottom row, respectively) of the RPS
for temperature over SA in DJF, as obtained from applying the BA and RC methods of Table
2 (in columns) to the System4 (12-member, 21-year version).
Fig. 6 ROCSS for the cold (top) and warm (bottom) tercile categories of DJF temperature
over SA, as obtained from applying the BA and RC methods of Table 1 (columns 2-7) to the
four models of Table 1 (in rows). In all cases, the ROC obtained for the raw outputs (column
1) is considered as reference.
Fig. 7 Column 1: Interannual Pearson correlation between ERA-Interim and the ensemble
mean of the four available models (in rows) for DJF temperature, as given by the raw forecasts
over EU (top) and SA (bottom). Columns 2-7: Difference (in correlation units) with respect
to column 1, as obtained from the application of the BA and RC methods of Table 2.





















































































































Fig. 8 Summary of the results obtained over EU, in terms of the different skill scores con-
sidered (CRPSS, RPSS, ROCSS and correlation differences; in columns). The two variables
(precipitation and temperature) and seasons (DJF and JJA) analyzed are shown in different
rows. In all cases, results for the four available models (System4, SEAS5, SYTEM12 and SYS-
TEM5) are displayed along the x-axis. For each model, the two (four) red (black) boxplots
indicate the P25-75 range for each BA (RC) method, with blue corresponding to the P10-P90
range. The numbers in the first column correspond to the percentage of skillful gridboxes over





















































































































Fig. 9 As Figure 8, but for SA.
Fig. 10 Results obtained for the CRPSS, the RPSS, the ROCSS (only for the warm tercile
category) and the interannual Pearson correlation —in different panels from top to bottom—
for temperature over SA in DJF, as obtained from applying the BA and RC methods of Table
2 to the System4. Within each panel, the top row corresponds to a 12-member ensemble for
the period 1994-2014 (same as in Figures 3, 4, 6 and 7, displayed here again to facilitate







































perfect still very useful marginally useful (+) not useful dangerously useless
Fig. 11 Reliability categories, as obtained from applying the different BA and RC methods
of Table 2 to correct DJF temperature from the System4 over SA. The top row corresponds
to a 12-member ensemble for the period 1994-2014. Middle (bottom) row correspond to a
51-ensemble member for 1994-2014 (1982-2014).






















Fig. 12 Execution times —in a personal computer— for the different BA and RC methods
of Table 2 for the illustrative case of temperature in DJF over EU (dark gray) and SA (light
gray) for System4 (12-member and 21-year version), according to their implementation in the
R-package calibratoR.
